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Dear Friend,

Fifteen years ago, my father purchased a small organic farm on the extreme Sonoma Coast and embarked on his journey to grow world class Pinot Noir 
and Chardonnay. Upon Helen Turley’s declaration that this area was destined to be “the La Tâche of California”, he and David Abreu planted thirty acres 
with a diverse and thoughtful selection of clones and rootstocks. Set at high-density intervals, the vines burrow deeply and produce concentrated berries.

Today, we are reaping the benefits of their vision and hard work, with mature vines that produce a vibrant spectrum of single vineyard fruit. The full 
expression of the site can be best enjoyed in our estate vineyard blends, the 2014 Wayfarer Vineyard Chardonnay and the 2014 Wayfarer Vineyard Pinot 
Noir. This vintage is open and generous right out of the bottle, possessing soft tannins, great acidity and a distinctive minerality.

Each year we set aside small amounts of Pinot Noir from those clones which display exceptional character and balance, and bottle them as four 
stand-alone cuvees: “Mother Rock” shows a deep, earthy flintiness and velvety texture; “Golden Mean” is aromatic and bold with a bright acidity; “Paige’s 
Ridge” is rich and ripe, most true to a California-style; and “The Traveler” is ethereal and provocative, the most Burgundian in style. For the next five 
years, we recommend that you decant these wines for at least an hour before serving.

Our sincere thanks for your eager support of Wayfarer. It’s been the realization of a decades-long dream and we are proud to share it with you.

With kind regards,

     
Cleo Pahlmeyer, Proprietor   Bibiana González Rave, Winemaker



WAYFARER

CHARDONNAY CLONES      Berlenbach Old Wente, Dijon 95, Hyde Old Wente, Mount Eden
PINOT NOIR CLONES           37, Bacigalupi Old Wente, Dijon 115, Dijon 667, Dijon 777, Dijon 828, 
                                                  Hirsh, Hyde Old Wente, Pommard 4, Pommard 5, Swan, Wayfarer

CHARDONNAY BLOCKS       2, 12, 17, 27, 28, 29
PINOT NOIR BLOCKS            1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
                                                  18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26a, 26b, 30
VINE SPACING    6’ x 3’
TENDING    12 treatments per vine per year

SITUATION   65 miles NNW of San Francisco
DISTANCE FROM THE PACIFIC  5 miles
AVA     Fort Ross-Seaview
ELEVATION   1,100 feet
EXPOSURES   60% East-facing; 40% West-facing
ACRES PLANTED   30:  6 Chardonnay; 24 Pinot Noir
SOIL    100% Goldridge
SLOPE    Up to 20º
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Wayfarer vineyard is extraordinary and unforgiving: 30 undulating acres hidden high among winding mountain roads in the northwestern 
reach of the Sonoma Coast. Strategically planted in 30 one-acre blocks, each is dedicated to the single clone best matched to its slope 
and sun aspect. With 16 distinct clones in all, we work with a rich palate to create wines of distinction, wholeness and harmony.



2014 VINTAGE NOTES

The season started as one of the earliest on record. Fortunately, the tender buds and shoots escaped without frost damage and we 
relaxed into an exceptionally nice spring. The relatively cool summer temperatures, coupled with our estate’s 100% Goldridge soil and 
sandstone substrate, resulted in a pronounced minerality in our 2014 wines. The gentle pace of the growing season afforded us time to 
be especially meticulous with canopy management. We farm each of our 30 blocks individually, specific to each clone, typically visiting 
each vine a dozen times over the year. Such a fine-tuned approach is critical to success across this great diversity of clones planted at 
varying elevations and exposures – east facing, west facing, north side, and south side. Harvest began September 3 on the east side of 
the estate, concluding ten days later in our northern-most block. 

2014 CHARDONNAY WAYFARER VINEYARD
Luminous gold with glimmers of pale green, this blend of our four Chardonnay 
clones booms with aromas of Meyer lemon, apricot blossom and heirloom 
apple, echoed by notes of lemongrass, honeysuckle and butterscotch. 
Generous flavors of sun-warmed white peach and crushed almond extend 
long and wide with a stunning underscore of wet stone minerality. The 
mouthfeel offers intricacy and wholeness, it is soft and succulent, yet 
focused with sublime acidity. A stunning wine to enjoy in its youth, it will 
age beautifully for 10-15 years. 

"Beguiling, complex and sublime." 98 points, V. Boone, Wine Enthusiast

ALCOHOL 14.5%

pH  3.33

TA  6.3 g/l

PRODUCTION 800 cases

2014 PINOT NOIR WAYFARER VINEYARD
This rich and harmonious cuvee of our 12 Pinot Noir clones showcases our 
estate-grown fruit and presents a distinctive minerality. A deep iridescent 
ruby, the wine interweaves aromas of sun-drenched blackberry and dark 
cherry with fresh notes of forest floor and sea salt, savory prosciutto and 
baking spice. A supple entry leads to a generous mid-palate flush with juicy 
summer berries and fine sweet tannins. Rich, elegant and focused, the wine 
finishes with sweet notes of lemon peel and lightly roasted coffee. Beguiling 
upon release, this wine will evolve over the next 10 years.

 “Delicious and exuberant.”  95 points, V. Boone, Wine Enthusiast

ALCOHOL  14.5% 

pH  3.63 

TA  5.7 g/l

PRODUCTION 1000 cases



2013 PINOT NOIR GOLDEN MEAN
A union of contrasts, this wine marries the earthy aromatics and powerful structure from the 
Pommard clones 4 and 5 with the refined elegance and alluring perfume of the Swan clone. 
Beginning with floral notes of magnolia and lavender, leading to vibrant cranberry and manda-
rin, finishing with warm marjoram and fresh anise. The velvet entry glides through ripe 
raspberries, rose hips and hints of black pepper and cedar, ending with a vibrant acidity.  It’s 
free-run juice was transferred to 54% new French oak barrels for 15 months of aging. This 
wine will evolve gracefully over the next 10-15 years. “All about exuberance.” 94+ points, 
A. Galloni, Vinous

BLOCKS             5, 20, 22, 24, 26a
CLONES              Pommard, Swan
WHOLE
CLUSTER            35%
ALCOHOL          14.5%
pH                        3.50
TA                        6.3 g/l
PRODUCTION  520 cases

2013 PINOT NOIR MOTHER ROCK
A cuvée of clones 37 and Dijon 777, this wine is named for Wayfarer’s sandstone substrate. 
Dense ruby in color, it is as delicate and spirited as it is focused and powerful. Aromas abound 
with strawberry and raspberry, followed by hints of raw leather and flint. Most stunning is the 
luxurious mouthfeel, plush with soft tannins and buoyant with laser-focused acidity. Flavors of 
blackberry cordial and fresh red cherry cascade into expansive notes of lavender oil and lightly 
toasted oak. Free-run juice was transferred to 50% new French oak barrels for 15 months. 
“Vibrant with supple velvet-like tannins.” 95 points, D. Wilder, purely domestic wine report

BLOCKS              3 and 11
CLONES              37 and Dijon 777
WHOLE
CLUSTER            18%
ALCOHOL          14.3% 
pH             3.56
TA             5.9 g/l
PRODUCTION   325 cases

2013 PINOT NOIR PAIGE’S RIDGE
Named for Jayson Pahlmeyer’s beloved wife, Paige, this wine is the singular expression of 
Dijon clone 667, and like its namesake, expresses a classic California style. Dark ruby in color 
with heady aromas of black currant, boysenberry and warm notes of baking spices and 
licorice. The only one of our wines to be tank fermented in 100% new French oak, it is 
voluptuous upon entry, with mouth-coating flavors of cherry cordial, pomegranate and vanilla 
cream, interwoven with notes of dark molasses and lavender oil. Aged in 40% new French oak 
barrels for 15 months, this wine will evolve beautifully for another 10 years. “Gorgeously 
deep and complex.” 95 points, D. Wilder, purely domestic wine report

BLOCK                8
CLONE                667
WHOLE
CLUSTER            20%
ALCOHOL         14.6%
pH             3.56
TA             6.3 g/l
PRODUCTION  100 cases

2013 PINOT NOIR THE TRAVELER
Beguiling in its interplay of power and purity, this wine is the soulful expression of a single 
“suitcase clone”, paying homage to the original vine cutting from Burgundy’s most revered 
vineyard. Provocative aromas of raspberry, violet and lilac mingle with delicate notes of forest 
floor, juniper berry and oolong tea. The entry is supple with flavors of ripe boysenberry and 
red plum, a focused acidity ascends through the endless finish with notes of vanilla bean and 
toasted almond. We aged the wine in 33% new French oak for 15 months. It is a wine to 
patiently cellar, as it will best reveal its mysteries after 5-7 years in bottle. “Fabulous. What a 
gorgeous wine this is.” 95 points, A. Galloni, Vinous

BLOCK                9
CLONE                Wayfarer
WHOLE
CLUSTER            0%
ALCOHOL          14.5%
pH                        3.42
TA             6.8 g/l
PRODUCTION   120 cases

WHAT IS A SPECIAL CUVEE?
In the summer of 2012, our winemaker’s first at Wayfarer, Bibiana walked the 
vineyard day after day – often staying overnight at the estate, observing every block and 
each row. Planted in 2000, the vines were well established and she took note of those 
clones with exceptional character and balance. These standouts continue to prove them-
selves in the winery and became our selections for four unforgettable small bottlings. 

´ 2013 VINTAGE NOTES
The 2013 vintage will ultimately be remembered for its intense, concentrated flavors and 
exceptional quality. Mild spring temperatures beckoned bud break as normal, beginning 
on the west-facing slopes. Strategic canopy management afforded ideal air circulation and 
sun exposure for beautifully formed clusters. Veraison began July 26, harvest began 
September 4 on the east side, finishing in our northern-most block on September 17.



PO Box 2493, Sebastopol, CA 94573   (707) 244-1006   inquire@wayfarervineyard.com   wayfarervineyard.com

Wayfarer is the manifestation of a remarkable place, masterful winemaking,
and the drive to go to extremes to create something truly exceptional.
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